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“- High Leverage Action Item : Summarization

- Site Council : Instructional Support and 
Decision Making Team

- Schoolwide CIP :  Instructional Focus

Components of Success



SHARED OWNERSHIP FOR 
IMPACT

If: FMS believes its primary responsibility is the development of student literacy
Then: all of its teachers will be teachers of reading and writing.

If: FMS core content area teachers use an explicit strategy to improve student 
comprehension of text

Then: teachers can evaluate the effectiveness of their instruction.

If: teachers evaluate the effectiveness of their instruction,
Then: students will improve their academic performance on class, school, 
and state assessments. 



Schoolwide Summarization
A brief overview

The History



Year 1
Year 2
Year 3

Schoolwide System and Commitment to Summarization

Summarization Paired w/Structured Student Talk

Focus on different forms of summarization



G
R
E
A
T

Give Purpose

Read, Watch, or Listen with Intent

Establish Key Vocabulary

Arrange and Organize Ideas

Transcribe



Focused, Purposeful, Intentional
Structured Student Talk

Continuing to Build 
on Successes



Professional Development
Structured Student Talk

- Fall Staff Meeting: 
Structured Student Talk 
and GREAT

- February GREAT 
Assessment as PD for 
Teachers (modeled 4 
routines)

- Data Collection on SST 
implementation

- Expectation to see SST 
in classrooms

Job-Embedded PD

- 2 Instructional 
Coaches in 
Building

- Coach for new 
curriculum 
(Reading & ELD)

Innovative Practices

- Dr. Jon Landis : 
District-wide PD

- 1:1 Technology Integration 
- Kate Kinsella - coaches, 

ELD, teacher leader
- Adopted AVT and 

Read180/System44 
Programs

-
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5% 
vs.

10%
vs.

 70%
  

200-300
vs.

2.2

60-75% 
of time =

27-33 min

/45



“ ● Gradual Release Model
● Increase the amount of student talk
● Words on the tongue for ELLs
● Low-risk 
● Boosts confidence + knowledge
● No opt-out
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What is Structured Student Talk?



Essential Components
What does structured student talk have that 
is distinctly different than classroom talk?
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● Think Time to Prepare
● Examples and Sentence Frames
● Safe and Predictable Environment
● Routine and Patterns
● No-Opt-Out



Structured Student Talk

▰ Talking Stick
▰ Talking Chips
▰ Think, Pair, Share
▰ Numbered Heads 

Together
▰ Three-Step Interview
▰ Give One, Get One

▰ Clock Partners
▰ Lines of Communication
▰ Whip Around
▰ Trading Cards
▰ Agree/Agree/Disagree
▰ Socratic Seminar



Structured Student Talk

▰ Choral Response - Great Debate Directions
▰ Whip Around - Snowball Fight
▰ Partner Explanations - Flipgrid
▰ Lines of Communication - Math
▰ Precision Partners - Reading Intervention



Compliance to Innovation



8th Grade Science
Hitting the Target

Sarah Foltz



Year 1: 
Focus was vocabulary

 “Need v. Not Need” 
Activity/Debate



Year 2: 
Establishing the Purpose
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Finding and stating the purpose 
independently, beyond 

sentence frames

“Snowball” & “Hit the Target”



Snowballing Prompt:
▰ On the pieces of paper provided, please write down: 

1. Your first name & 
2. The best thing you’ve learned/heard at this 

conference

▰ Next, crumple your piece of paper into a ball
▰ At the same time, everyone throw your papers 

across the room
▰ Find a “snowball” and read it aloud

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Hitting the Target

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Hitting the Target
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Spanish Language
If you can explain it, you understand it.

Aaron Bech



The Disconnect:  

▰ What students think they understand  vs. what they 
really understand

▰ Performance vs. Comprehension
Structured talk:

▰     Explaining vs. “Talking about it”
▰     FlipGrid



▰ Performance vs. Comprehension
They can “do it” but do they don’t “get it”.

▰ Most students lacked the ability to explain.
▰ Depth of Understanding - minimal



▰ Summarizing Spanish content in English 
▰ Summarizing Grammatical Concepts

○ Formative assessment
○ Student talk :: Partner Explanation - FlipGrid



Reading

▰ Summary = tell me what you understand  
▰ Focus on what you know or can figure out

Video

▰ Utilize context, expressions, gestures to 
understand words



Manolo opened the hamster cage so that the hamster can distract 
the teacher from the fact that he didn’t have his homework.

Teresa brought her hamster to school for science class.  Manolo 
didn’t bring his homework so he decided to let the hamster loose 
to create a distraction.  The hamster ran around and they tried to 
find it.  Then, the principal walked in and asked what was going on.  
They found the hamster in Carlos’s backpack.  Teresa had to go 
talk to the principal in his office because she brought a hamster to 
school, and Manolo got caught for not doing his homework.



Yo  _________español.

        (hablar)

Yo hablo español.



Purpose:  What is verb conjugation?  How 
do you conjugate a verb?

 

Key vocabulary:  verb, subject, conjugation



Verb conjugation is when you change the ending to match the 
subject.  You look at the subject and you must change it by 
the subject.

To contrigate a verb you change the verb to match the 
subject.  You use the chart to tell if something is singular, 
plural, first second or third person.  In Spanish you change the 
ending of the verb to –ar, -er or –ir.  Depending on if it’s first, 
second or, third person.



▰ Conjugating verbs is when you change the verb to match the subject.  You 
conjugate a verb by changing the infinitive form (e.g. nadar) to match the 
subject (e.g. nosotros) by changing the ending (e.g. nosotros nadamos).  
The different endings change for –ar, -er, and ir verbs.

▰ To conjugate a verb means to change the verb to match the subject.  Like 
how in English you would say “he walks”.  You change the verb “to walk” 
to match the subject “he”.  You don’t say “he walk”.  To do this, you have 
to first know if the word is singular or plural and first, second, or third 
person.  For example, If you have the first person subject “yo”, that would 
change the ending of the word to “o”.  That would be singular.  If you have 
a plural subject it can be changed to “amos”, as an ending.  But that’s only 
if it includes “yo”.  If it  doesn’t include “yo” it ‘ll be “an”, at the end.



Observations/Next Steps



6th Grade Language Arts & 
Social Studies
Here comes the judge!

Jill Flores



G - Give purpose prior to reading
● Now that we finished reading the book, Freak the Mighty, we will discuss 

essential vocabulary needed to write a GREAT summary of the novel. 
R - Read FTM
E - Establish key vocabulary

● Get with partner and come up with 10 words you will need to write a summary
● Get with another pair of partners and agree upon 6 words we will need to write 

a summary
● In court, decide on what words the entire class will use to write a summary

A - Arrange (beginning, middle, end)
T - Transcribe (write)

Direct Instruction



“
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The GREAT Debate
debate -- a formal 
discussion on a 

particular topic in 
a public meeting 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwSF1vk_tr0


Debate GuideLines
1. One team will present to the class the most important 6 words needed 

for writing The Freak the Mighty GREAT Summary.
2. Members of the audience will view and compare the presented list with 

their own list. 
3. If you disagree with a word and would like to debate, stand up and wait 

for the moderator to call on you.
4. Speak only when recognized by the moderator.
5. Be polite and courteous.
6. Be respectful and supportive of peers even if you don’t agree.
7. Allow others to express their opinions; avoid monopolizing the debate.  
8. Remember our goal is to make sure we have the most important words 

needed to write our summary. 
9. You may use the book Freak the Mighty to backup your arguments. 



6 Words/Phrases
Block 1
1. adventure
2. emotions
3. crippled
4. friendship
5. trust
6. quests

*Unicorn

Block 2
1. Max and Freak
2. duo
3. King Arthur
4. bravery
5. Killer Kane
6. quests



Freak the Mighty Great Summary
Freak the Mighty is like a unicorn. A unicorn is beautiful and just like a 
unicorn, Freak the Mighty is a very beautiful story. Freak the Mighty is a story 
of friendship and trust about two friends named Max and Kevin. Max and Kevin 
are complete opposites in a way. Max is very tall and not as intelligent as most, 
but Freak is crippled, and hunched over. Unlike Max, Freak is very smart. 
Although Max and Freak are really different they become best friends and come 
together to make Freak the Mighty! Together Max and Freak, (aka Freak the 
Mighty), slay dragons and go on quests. Although going on quest can be quite 
dangerous because on one frightful day Max is all alone on a dangerous 
adventure with is dad, Killer Kane, from prison. Lots of crazy emotions are 
displayed during this adventure as Killer Kan almost kills Max and Freak comes 
to the rescue! You can’t separate Freak the Mighty with Max as the legs and 
Freak as the brain.



Freak the mighty by rodman philbrick was about to boys named Kevin (freak) and 
max, they were a powerful duo that went on crazy wild quests. They worked 
together well because Max was the legs of the duo and freak was the brains. 
Freak had this wonderful imagination where on all of their quests he made it seem 
like the amazing world that king arthur of the round lived in. Freak showed a lot 
of bravery against everything such as smart mouthing blade and his gang, escaping 
from Killer Kane, and helping loretta Lee. Killer Kane was max’s dad and he killed his 
mom when max was 3 and went to prison but he got let out of prison a couple 
years early and kidnapped max, and hurt loretta lee. But in the end max, Loretta, 
and freak were all safe from killer kane and he went back to jail. But, the end of 
the book was very sad and it ended with freak running out of time and him dying 
in the hospital. his heart got too big for his body.



Observations/Next Steps

1. The Great Debate generated lots of discussion 
that required students to go back to the text for 
evidence. 

2. Establishing key vocabulary is difficult.
3. Having the key vocabulary doesn’t always equal a 

strong summary. 
4. Next step will be instruction on organizing    

ideas. 



6th Grade Math
7th Grade Advanced Math
Writing in Math?  WHAT?

Mandy Apple



Writing in Math? WHAT?



Gradual Release Approach

1. Guidance at the beginning of the year

2. Every time we did a summary, less 
assistance given & more student 
driven

3. By end of year, students are doing the 
heavy lifting



Teacher Directed (I Do)
Teacher:

a. Word Bank Given 

b. Sentence Frames 
Provided

* Hard for most students



Collaborative (We Do)
Together, we
 

a. Came up with word bank 

b. Created Sentence Frames 
Options

* Easier for students than the first 
summary



Student Directed (You Do)
a. End of year, students do heavy lifting
b. Students: 

i. Vocabulary with table group, class came 
together to compile/eliminate

ii. Wrote with no guidance/sentence frames
iii. Circles (Lines) of Communication

1. Outside & Inside circle
2. Inner Circle vs. Outer Circle roles

iv. Revise & write final copy 
* Easiest for students



Final Thoughts
1. Students Do was easiest!

2. Less of a disconnect 
between writing and math!

3. Able to explain their 
thought process better

4. Valuable Skill



Reading Intervention
Connecting Curriculum to Schoolwide

Matt Kingsley



The benefit of having a school-wide 
reading and writing strategy and 
activity that is practiced with regularity 
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GREAT POW

Get the reason

Read with intent

Establish key vocabulary

Arrange and organize

Transcribe

Plan

Organize

Write
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Insert Video of SST in Reading



Innovating SST with Tech
Instructional Technology Coach

Caitlin Ponzetti



G
R
E
A
T

What are the moves/instructions for various 
yoga poses?

Students participated in 6 day yoga 
instruction
What words do yoga instructors use when 
giving instructions?

Write a script for each part of your yoga video

Create an instructional video using any app



How Did We Do It in PE?!
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Language Scaffolds Clear Rubric Daily Supports
- Warm Up Reviewed 

Required Poses
- Group Collaboration 
- “Roles & 

Responsibilities” for 
each member

- Example Videos w/ 
Recommended Apps

Explicit Instructions and Timeline

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1idM29ps97_KzIo4ugwp5NVpWs7afql93S6lWZbdFaQk/edit?usp=sharing


Innovative Elements
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Insert Example Video from PE



RESULTS
So, what does the data show?



6th Grade

Beginning: 27% Beginning: 9% Beginning: 

Approaching: 57% Approaching: 66% Approaching:

Proficient: 16% Proficient: 24% Proficient: 

Mastery: 0% Mastery: 0% Mastery: 

Fall Winter Spring



7th Grade

Beginning: 21% Beginning: 8% Beginning: 

Approaching: 56% Approaching: 50% Approaching:

Proficient: 22% Proficient: 37% Proficient: 

Mastery: 2% Mastery: 6% Mastery: 

Fall Winter Spring



8th Grade

Beginning: 13% Beginning: 7% Beginning: 

Approaching: 47% Approaching: 48% Approaching:

Proficient: 35% Proficient: 39% Proficient: 

Mastery: 4% Mastery: 7% Mastery: 

Fall Winter Spring



Schoolwide Data

Beginning: 20% Beginning: 8% Beginning: 

Approaching: 54% Approaching: 55% Approaching:

Proficient: 24% Proficient: 33% Proficient: 

Mastery: 2% Mastery: 4% Mastery: 

Fall Winter Spring



“Continue with Summarization Schoolwide
Professional Development Focus

- Focus on building Structured Student Talk Opportunities 
into the school day

- Different ways to assess student 
knowledge as a summary

Next Steps



For More Information:
Dan Busch (Principal): 
dbusch@ttsd.k12.or.us

Susan Morgan (Instructional Coordinator): 
smorgan@ttsd.k12.or.us

mailto:dbusch@ttsd.k12.or.us
mailto:smorgan@ttsd.k12.or.us

